
Mobile phones and the internet have made it easier to stay in contact with other people. However, as a 
lot of time is spent using telephones and computers, there is less face to face contact and direct 
communication. “Is the growing use of communications technology a positive or a negative 
development society?”

Last decades we have encountered with huge numbers of developments and inventions of 
technologies so that our lifestyle have has been changing a lot. 

There is a great controversy as to whether is itit is a good or bad for life of humans.

 Firstly, most of activities are easier by technologies and also we can save up our time efficiently. In 
other words, new inventions and platforms are the inevitable members of our new life.

For example, instead of going to information booths and buying a newspaper we can read all 
categories by the internet or we are capable to runrunoff running a meeting with everyone in 
everywhere by making video conferencinge.

Secondly, some of the applications in phones make everything cheapest cheaper and more reasonable 
such those that related about to getting taxi that was a big revolution in the transportations industry.

 Moreover, the internet make plays a big roll role in updating people in terms of daily news, the rate 
of currency and connecting people. According to researchers, the rate of marriage by the internet has 
been increasingly a lot.  

There are a lot of downsides sides so that people using the internet which affects to human life. For 
instance, youngsters take spend too much time on social networks so they do not have enough times 
for hanging out and communicating with family also they wasting waste time by playing games with 
computers. Furthermore, young people face many new habits and manners throughout the Internet 
which causing creates a counter culture for themselves. 

In conclusion, I believe that using new technologies such as mobiles and the internet is brilliant but if 
you can notcannot manage your time it will be harmful and will wasted your time.

  


